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Join the family... 
Dynamic & Passionate  

Emergency Vet  
WANTED… 

 
Rewarding. Well paid. Treated with respect AND work in a friendly environment whilst adding value.  

Have you been looking for an exciting and fulfilling position, in a technology advanced world class, cutting-
edge privately owned medical hospital and mobile specialty services, doing professional work in an 
amazing growing team? 

Have you been looking for a position, in which you will be seen as a miracle-worker, for the people you 
meet? 

We are Veterinary Specialists of Sydney (VSOS), a privately owned emergency and specialist service, 
offering both mobile specialist services and a World-class, 24-hour, Advanced Treatment Centre, brimming 
with brand-new, World-class, ‘cutting-edge’ technology, and equipment and world leading specialists at 
the forefront of veterinary medicine. 

Of course, World Class, ‘cutting-edge’ technology, is nothing, without a team of the same caliber, quality, 
and dedication. We have a team of over 130 amazing superstars, who thrive on our culture of respect, 
recognition, and support, that values fulfilment and growth for everybody. 

If you’re thinking you might ‘need a change’, to reach your full potential, we’re looking for YOU.  

With our rapidly expanding team we are opening up opportunities to other departments, so if your partner 
or someone who know may be interested, let them know we are here. 

Would you describe yourself as thoughtful, detail-focused, dependable, confident, and really good at what 
you do? You will play a major part in a professional and supportive team, who will value and appreciate 
your input and ideas to help us perform even more miracles than we do now.   

Your remuneration and career path is limitless, but you better hurry, because we’re on a fast track and 
we’re looking for runners. If this sounds like the position for you, or anyone you know, please contact 
HR@vsos.com.au or call +61 2 8376 8767. 

 
Video tour: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7MzHOrIa8Q 
 
Photo link: https://www.vsos.com.au/advanced-treatment-centre-now-open/ 
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